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ABSTRACT 

Face recognition is a popular subject in computer vision and 

objects recognition area because of each person has unique 

facial features. In this paper, the realization of a hybrid system 

for face detecting and verifying was presented. Gabor wavelet 

transform was used to extract facial features of individuals 

from images. An Artificial neural network was used to 

classify faces by using obtained features. Phase correlation 

method was used for face verifying. A MATLAB Graphical 

user interface was designed by combining these systems for 

realizing proposed hybrid system, after filtering and scanning 

methods, the obtained face areas demonstrate within an 

outline. Phase correlation methods were used to accelerate the 

searching process. The performance of the proposed system 

was tested on different image database.  It was understood 

that the proposed method works with high accuracy but is 

slow when considered as the whole process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In image or video processing, finding or identifying objects in 

an image or video sequence is called object recognition [1]. 

Biometry can be defined as to identify a person based on the 

physiological or behavioral characteristics [2]. Different types 

of biometric technologies are developed by the scientist for 

identifying or verifying an individual. Face recognition is a 

popular subject in biometry. One of the methods used in this 

area is the Fourier transformation. Fourier transform is the 

most popular tool for analyzing frequency properties of a 

signal. But the worst side of Fourier is the time information 

lost, after transformation. So, it is not accurately known where 

the position of frequency. To solve this problem there is a lot 

of time-frequency analysis techniques like representing a 1-D 

signal in time and frequency simultaneously. One of time-

frequency analysis technique is wavelet transforms. Time and 

frequency information can be brought out by the wavelet 

transform from a signal [3]. Among kinds of wavelet 

transforms, the Gabor wavelet transform has got magnificent 

mathematical characteristics and is used frequently in image 

processing [3]. Gabor wavelets, that uses the properties of 

spatial frequency and directional selectivity, is an effective 

object analysis process [4]. Gabor functions are frequently 

used for feature extraction, especially in texture based image 

analysis and more practically in face recognition. They are 

very similar to Morlet wavelets. It is useful to apply several 

Gabor filters with different orientations and frequencies in 

order to extract the most significant features in an image [5]. 

This is used to construct spectral filters for segmentation or 

detection of certain image texture and periodicity 

characteristics [5]. Phase correlation was used for image 

matching in image processing. In principle, phase correlation 

uses a fast frequency domain to guess the relative connection 

between two approximate images. Chai, Z., and others 

suggested a novel image representation method. They named 

to this method as Histograms of Gabor Ordinal Measures 

(HOGOM). They developed Gabor Ordinal Measures (GOM) 

as a new texture descriptor which takes the advantages of 

Gabor features and Ordinal Measure [6]. 

Venkatramaphanikumar S. and others presented a new 

method. They claimed that this new method improves the 

efficiency of face recognition based on local feature extraction 

using Gabor Wavelets [4]. Yi J. And Su F. proposed a Gabor-

based feature termed Histogram of Gabor Magnitude Patterns 

(HGMP) which is very simple but effective. HGMP adopts 

the Bag-of-Words (BoW) image representation framework 

[7]. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) were used in many 

studies for face recognition. One of them is the work of 

Kolhandai Y. and others [8][9].   In their study, they present 

an intelligent hybrid feature-based face recognition system 

that uses the principal component analysis for global features 

extracting and they used central moment and Eigenvectors 

and the standard deviation of the eyes, nose, and mouth as 

local features. Kobayashi, H. Etc. [10] has proposed a method 

that uses modified linear discriminant analysis (M-LDA) and 

neural network (NN) for face detection. For feature extraction, 

The M-LDA was used and the final decision is made by using 

ANN. Svvides and others [11] offered a new method, in their 

papers, for incrementing the achievement of robust 

illumination-tolerant face recognition. They tested this 

method on test faces which were captured under different 

illumination, and they showed that this method worked well. 

The method which they used is a combination of PCA - 

correlation filter. Bhagavatula V. K. and others [12] argued 

the use of correlation filters for face recognition and 

demonstrated the advantages of this correlation filters to 

reduce the computational complexity to increase the accuracy 

of face recognition. K. lto et al [13] presented a palm print 

recognition algorithm using phase-based image matching. 

They achieved highly robust palm print recognition by using 

of phase components on palm print images. Feng-Xi et al [14] 

introduced a novel facial feature extraction. They used 

FERET and AR databases to show result comparison with 

Eigenfaces linked Discriminant based Coefficient of 

Variance. In [15], a new frame for face region recognition of 

selective ensemble face recognition is proposed and also 

handled SEME, which is substantiation of SEIR based on 

multiple Eigenspaces. Jun-Zhou et al [16] proposed phase 

correlation for iris image registration by sub-pixel accuracy. 

They compared with substantial methods and claimed by 
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showing experimental results that the proposed algorithm is 

encouraging. 

This paper is organized as follows: In section II, it is 

presented the preliminaries of Gabor wavelets, Phase 

Correlation and Artificial Neural Networks. in Section III, the 

proposed algorithm for Realization of a hybrid Face Detecting 

and Verifying System is presented. Section VI contains the 

conclusion and recommendations. 

2. THE PROPOSED METHODS 

2.1 Gabor Wavelet Transform  
Gabor wavelet technique used in facial recognition, face 

tracking, and position estimation, has wonderful features. 

Gabor wavelets (also called filters) have been used as a robust 

filter in the literature by using spatial frequency (scaling), 

localization and directional selection properties. Among 

various wavelet types, Gabor functions give optimum 

resolution in the time and frequency domains [17]. Gabor 

wavelets use the properties of spatial frequency and 

directional selectivity, an object to be effective for analysis 

filter. It is a sinusoidal plane wave which is modulated by the 

kernel function. The spatial domain, a Gabor filter, is a 

complex structure modulated by a Gaussian function.  Gabor 

wavelet filter can be defined as in Eq. (1) [4] [18].  

𝛹𝑔 𝑥, 𝑦 =
𝑓2

𝜂𝛾𝜋
exp 𝛽2𝑦′2

− 𝛼2𝑥 ′2
 exp 2𝜋𝑓𝑥 ′           (1) 

𝑥 ′ = 𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠⍬ + 𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛⍬,  𝑦′ = 𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑠⍬ − 𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛⍬                  (2) 

where; f = the center frequency of the sinusoidal plane wave, 

θ = the Gaussian clockwise inverse wave, α = the axis parallel 

to the peak value of the Gaussian wave, β = the vertical wave 

amplitude value of Gauss, γ = f / α and η = f / β the ratio 

between the frequency and the accuracy of the values. As a 

common feature of the Gabor wavelet transforms used in 

existing face recognition systems, 40 Gabor wavelets 

corresponding to 5 scales and 8 orientations were accepted. 
The real parts of Gabor wavelets are shown in Fig 1. 

 
Fig.1. Gabor Wavelets, a) The real part of eight oriented 

Gabor filters, b) Five Size of different scale Gabor filters 

 

2.2 Artificial Neural Networks  
In the recent decade, different architectures and Artificial 

Neural Networks (ANN) models have been used for face 

recognition. ANN has been used frequently in this field as 

well as in model recognition and classification. They consist 

of a large number of interconnected processing units called 

neurons. These neurons work together to solve the specific 

problem.  The connections between neurons in the network 

(synaptic weights) are used to store the learned knowledge 

from the knowledge of learning process, keeping in mind that 

each neuron used for classification and prediction processes 

has a threshold or activation function. This is the electronic 

implementation of the nervous system that processes the 

working logic of the human brain system. The task of the 

ANN is to provide an extension system that implements an 

instance of learning about the event and produces solutions 

that are generalized to similar events, by setting an exit that 

can correspond to a given set of data [10] [19]. The 

determination of face images using Gabor wavelets has been 

combined with the ANN feature classifier of face motion and 

face recognition. The correct construction of mathematical 

models, activation function, input / output signals are 

important for the functioning of a neuron. The structure of this 

mathematical equation is given in (3). 

𝑦 = 𝑓   𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 = 𝑤1𝑥1 + 𝑤2𝑥2 + ⋯𝑤𝑚𝑥𝑚 + ⍬      (3) 

 
Fig.2. Three-layer ANN architecture. 

As shown in Figure (2), a typical ANN has come to an end 

with an input layer, an output layer, and a hidden layer. There 

are usually two hidden layers, with the freedom of the number 

of hidden layers being available. The input-output layers are 

connected to each other by the intermediate layer. When 

designing a neural network, it is necessary to pay attention to 

some issues such as network size, a number of hidden layers, 

size of input layers and learning parameters according to the 

probing to be solved. 

2.3 Phase Correlation  
Phase correlation uses the basic properties of the discrete 

Fourier transform. The method used to detect the similarity of 

two discrete signal or image correlation. To measure the 

similarity between two marks is basically, using the properties 

of Fourier Transform, a phase correlation calculation between 

two images is shown in Fig. 3 a, b. 
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Fig.3. n1xn2 dimensional images a) f (n1, n2), b) g(n1, n2) 

 

𝑛1 and 𝑛2 expressions, respectively, 𝑛1=−M1,…..,M1(M1>0) 

and 𝑛2=−M2,…..,M2(M2>0) given that the range value, in 

this instance, N1=2M1+1 and N2=2M2+1 takes these values. 

This condition is calculated the same way for 𝑔(𝑛1, 𝑛2) . Two 

images for the calculation of the two-dimensional Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT) is formulated as f(𝑘1, 𝑘2) and 

𝑔(𝑘1, 𝑘2). 

𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2) =    𝑓(𝑛1, 𝑛2)𝑊𝑁1

−𝑘1𝑛1𝑊𝑁2

−𝑘2𝑛2  
𝑀2
𝑛2=−𝑀2

𝑀1
𝑛1=−𝑀1

 (4) 

= 𝐴𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2)𝑒𝑗𝛳𝐹
(𝑘1,𝑘2

               (5) 

The expression of this seriatim; 𝑘1 = −𝑀1, …𝑀1, 𝑘2 =

−𝑀2, …𝑀2, 𝑊𝑁1
=  𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋

𝑁1
  and 𝑊𝑁2

=  𝑒
−𝑗2𝜋

𝑁2
  is expressed in 

the form.  𝐴𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2) shows amplitude. 𝛳𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2) is show 

the phase. 

𝐺(𝑘1, 𝑘2) =    𝑔(𝑛1, 𝑛2)𝑊𝑁1

−𝑘1𝑛1𝑊𝑁2

−𝑘2𝑛2  
𝑀2
𝑛2=−𝑀2

𝑀1
𝑛1=−𝑀1

 (6) 

= 𝐴𝐺(𝑘1, 𝑘2)𝑒𝑗𝛳𝐺
(𝑘1,𝑘2)

               (7) 

where, 𝑘1 = −𝑀1, …𝑀1, 𝑘2 = −𝑀2, …𝑀2, 𝑊𝑁1
=  𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋

𝑁1
 ,   

𝑊𝑁2
=  𝑒

−𝑗2𝜋

𝑁2
 and 𝐴𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2),   𝛳𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2) respectively 

indicators of amplitude and phase. Cross-Phase Corelation is 

formulated such that below. 

𝑅𝐹𝐺  (𝑘1, 𝑘2)=  𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2) 𝐺(𝑘1, 𝑘2)             

= 𝐴𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2), 𝐴𝐹(𝑘1, 𝑘2) 𝑒𝑗𝛳 (𝑘1,𝑘2)
                                   (8) 

 where; 𝐺(𝑘1, 𝑘2)             shows the complex conjugate. θ(𝑘1, 𝑘2) 

indicates that the phase difference. 𝑅𝐹𝐺  (𝑘1, 𝑘2) of inverse 

discrete Fourier transform on the cross-correlation equation is 

shown as follows. 

𝑟𝑓𝑔(𝑛1, 𝑛2) =
1

𝑁1𝑁2
  𝑅𝐹𝐺  (𝑘1, 𝑘2)𝑊𝑁1

−𝑘1𝑛1𝑊𝑁2

−𝑘2𝑛2  
𝑀2
𝑘2=−𝑀2

𝑀1
𝑘1=−𝑀1

    (9) 

when  f(𝑛1, 𝑛2)  and  g(𝑛1, 𝑛2)  two similar images, cross-

correlation of these images creates a significant amplitude, if 

not, the resulting amplitude value is reduced significantly. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 5. Cross-correlation, a) Cross-Correlation obtained 

from the two same images, b) Different and 

absolute non-amplitude of the cross-correlation obtained 

from two different images. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this study, a hybrid system for facial recognition and 

verification was realized. Facial images with complex 

backgrounds were used to test the performance of the 

presented face detection and verification method. In the first 

step of the application, an image database was created. MIT + 

CMU databases were used. In addition to these, the actual 

images have been obtained are also were used and tested on 

randomly selected different images. Gabor wavelet transform 

was used for feature extraction. These properties were applied 

to the introduction of artificial neural networks and 

classification. Phase correlation method is used to illustrate 

the accuracy of the similarity (see Fig. 10, fig. 11). For face 

recognition and verification, it is developed a user interface 

using MATLAB software, as shown in Fig. 6. Here are 

multiple options to develop different applications. It was 

understood from the results obtained using this application 

that this system can be used to achieve the desired result.   it is 

possible to detect faces with different resolutions and 

background correctly. some operations such as pre-scan have 

been performed to reduce the application time.   
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Fig. 6. Graphical User Interface for face detection and verification 

 

3.1 Image Pre-Screening 
A pre-screening process usually consists of scanning the input 

image sub-blocks of the picture window. Scan time is 

calculated by depending on the size of the image and the filter 

window. The window is shifted over all the pixels in the 

image. The values standard deviation and variance are 

calculated according to the bottom of the window. If the 

threshold is greater than the specified threshold, the middle 

pixel is selected. If less than the threshold, the center pixel is 

ignored. The equation developed for this is given in equation 

(10). 

µ ≥ UTH µ )&(µ ≤ LTH µ
)&(δ ≥ UTH δ)&(δ ≤ LTH δ

)    (10) 

In Eq. (10), UTH µand LTH µare the average value indicates 

the upper and lower threshold values. µ and δ are indicators of 

the filter at the bottom of mean and standard deviation. The 

pre-scan process is being used to detect the searched area for 

reducing the time of application. This is the advantage of the 

Pre-scan step. The time required can be reduced by removing 

the regions near the edges of the image from the center. 

Because an edge area is unlikely for a face. 

3.2 Face Detection 
The upper and lower threshold values (eq.10) are used as the 

two-dimensional average value when the face image is 

obtained. this has been addressed in the image scanning 

heading. The face area is displayed in a rectangular frame. 
The determination of the face area in the image, which is a lot 

of face images, the background color can be influential. there 

is an effect on the result according to the resemblance of the 

skin color of the background color. In addition to the detection 

rate, the speed of detection and the importance of the cross-

correlation method are emphasized in this study. 

     
a)                                        b) 

Fig. 7. Face detection test results 

   
a)                                           b) 

Fig. 8, Sample images from the MIT + CMU database for 

face detection test results 

3.3 Template Matching 
Phase correlation is a signal correlation method that uses the 

fundamental properties of the discrete Fourier transform to 

find the similarity between two discrete signals. The 

correlation between the two images gives an important idea 

about the similarity ratio. Cross-correlation methods used to 

match similarities generate amplitude values according to 

similarities in images. The peak value of the correlation 

surfaces of the same surfaces is higher than the peak value of 

the correlation surfaces of the different surfaces (see fig. 10 

and fig 11). The perception of face changes by taking 

advantage of these properties is performed taking into 

consideration the greatest value of the correlation frames of 

consecutive frames. The results of the applications are shown 

below.  

     
                          a)                                          b) 

Fig. 9. Template matching applications 

3.4 Image Crosscheck 
The basic properties of the discrete Fourier transform and 

phase correlation is used for Image matching. By looking the 

situation two discrete signals or a similar method used to test 
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the similarity of the image. The result of the phase correlation 

is the value of the largest magnitude value [0,1] coming out, 

and the result is that the two magnitudes comparing the value 

closer to 1 are more similar to each other. Detailed 

information about this topic listed under the heading 2.3 

section, "Phase correlation".  

 
                        a)                                                          b)                                                            c) 

Fig. 10. Phase Correlation, a) The Dialed picture, b) Template Image, c) The Phase correlation obtained for the 

same two images. 

 
                        a)                                                               b)                                                                      c) 

Fig. 11. Phase Correlation, a) The Dialed picture, b) Template Image, c) The Phase correlation obtained for the 

different two images 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this work, a hybrid system has been developed for face 

recognition and verification. Gabor wavelets with great 

features (scaling, localization and directional selection) were 

used for face detection. After the detection of facial images 

using Gabor wavelets, artificial neural network model was 

used to classify facial images. For the convenience of the 

proposed system, a MATLAB user interface is designed for 

all these operations. Many results have achieved based on 

practical experiments. It was understood from the studies 

made that this system has successfully recognized and 

detected the human faces in studies performed in different 

variations. The face images used in the studies performed and 

the test results of the system were obtained by using various 

databases. Our proposed method is a combined study that 

yields alternative and more reliable results than traditional 

face recognition and finding methods. Automatic face 

recognition and verification of the person's mental status, 

emotional depressive characteristics, such as variable 

characteristics, it is thought that more work on person 

recognition. it may be necessary to integrate this system with 

other biometric recognition systems such as voice. 
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